
weDivvyweDivvy
weDivvy is ideally suited to minimize 
the stress of distributing personal 
property for a separating couple, a 
family dividing a relative's estate, or 
any other group splitting property.

● Items are selected one at a time 
in a round-robin process

● Each person chooses one item 
at a time until all items have 
been  selected

● Participants can divvy items at 
the same time or over many 
months

● Users can make trades with the 
other participants

● Members communicate through 
a discussion forum

● $24.99/year

iDivvyiDivvy
iDivvy helps users name beneficiaries 
and ensure the history and personal 
value of possessions are passed 
down through the generations. It can 
also be used as an interactive tool 
when planning a will.

● Record the history of personal 
treasures and family heirlooms 

● Identify people, groups, or 
organizations as beneficiaries

● Invite others to view and 
comment on items 

● Be  confident that you leave the 
right things to the right people by 
inviting them to identify exactly 
which items they want

● $24.99/year 

Why UseWhy Use
The Divvy Hub?The Divvy Hub?

Divvying cherished personal items is an 
emotional experience that can strain good 
relationships, destroy friendships, or 
worsen a separation. 

The Divvy Hub allows people to simplify 
the division of personal property in an 
emotion-free, virtual environment not 
constrained by time or location. It helps to 
lessen the strain on loved ones in naming 
beneficiaries and collaborate with others to 
ensure the most equitable distribution of 
property.

Created to help people distribute personal 
property with integrity, The Divvy Hub is not 
a will and will not be able to do for a family 
what the family could not do for itself. 
Rather, it is a tool to help families and 
friends maintain their relationships through 
trying times and ensure personal property 
is divided in the most equitable manner 
possible.

Preserve the history and value of your 
possessions.  Preserve the relationships 
with the people you care about. Preserve 
what matters with The Divvy Hub.

www.DivvyHub.com

Personal Property Distribution with Integrity



What is What is 
The Divvy Hub?The Divvy Hub?

The Divvy Hub is an easy-
to-use, affordable online 
tool designed to assist in 
the equitable distribution 
of personal property in:

● Estate Planning
● Dividing a relative's 

estate
● Separation or Divorce
● Departing Roommates
● And more

www.DivvyHub.comThe Divvy Hub, LLC 
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